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Abstract 
      The Y2726-type double cradle straight bevel gear milling machine has been widely used at home and abroad, it 
cut straight bevel gear to barrel-type teeth by gear generating motion method. To avoid changing and adjusting 
transmission system at cutting different gears, this paper presents an innovation project that utilizes four servo motors 
to drive rotation of two cradles and two work piece heads with computer numerical control technology. Most 
transmission chains are removed. The generating motion of gear cutting is finished by interpolation of two servo 
motors controlled by CNC system. The producing efficiency is improved over 50% and the precision of 
manufactured gear is reached to class of seven. 
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1. Introduction
The development of numerical control technology creates some qualifications for gear industry which
can improve equipment performance. In mechanical transmission, Straight bevel gear is widely used. 
Applying CNC technology in gear cutting machine to improve the precision, efficiency, product 
adaptation of machine, is vary important in industry research and development. The Y2726-type double 
cradle straight bevel gear milling machine has been produced 20 years[1]. It is widely used at home and 
abroad. The machine cuts straight bevel gear to barrel-type teeth by gear generating method which is 
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largely used at cars, tractors, machine tools and other machinery manufacturing industry. It is the main 
gear processing equipment, especially for large volumes and high efficiency production of bevel gear. But 
for the manufacturing of variable transmission ratio bevel gear pairs, we need frequently to produce and 
replace the driving change gear, which bring inconvenience for the production ready of enterprise. In 
order to avoid replacing the driving change gear and further improve production efficiency, precision and 
processing flexibility, the machine tool is reformed by numerical control technology. The new double-
cradle straight bevel gear CNC milling machine has higher performances on processing precision, 
efficiency and automation. This article discusses some of the key technology in transformation of machine 
tool and hopes to help CNC development for other similar machine equipment. 
2. Principle of Y2726 double cradle straight bevel gear milling machine 
The structure of Y2726-type double cradle straight bevel 
gear milling machine is shown in Figure 1. It contains cutter 
head, two cradles with two work piece head, cradle and cutter 
head sliding platform, bed piece, hydraulic driving and 
cooling system, electric control systems and so on. In order to 
process the big and small gears which match in the pair of 
gears, the machine has two sets of cradle and work piece 
head. One set is used for processing large gear, the other for 
small gear by moving them under the cutter head with the 
hydraulic cradle sliding platform, respectively. The cutter 
head is moved forth and back by hydraulic cutter head sliding 
platform, then the milling cutter can cut the work piece. 
Gear cutting machine uses the principle of plane gear 
cutting method, which 
belongs to the Instant 
Center Envelope 
Method. This method is 
also called Generating 
Method or Rotary 
Cutting Method. 
On the cutter head, 
there are two face 
milling cutter that are 
equipped with 36 pieces 
of milling tool. They are 
placed in the middle 
position of the 
imaginary plane gear. 
The axes of them are 
fixed on set position, so 
milling cutter plates 
only rotate. Therefore, 
in order to complete generating motion, the work piece that is the cut gear not only need to carry out 
rotation, but also need to carry out revolution around the axis of cradle. This comes into being compound 
motion of revolution and rotation. To cutting different teeth of gear or different ratio of gear pair, the 
Fig.1. Y2726-type double-cradle straight 
bevel gear milling machine 
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Fig.2. Transmission map of generating movement for old milling machine (only one cradle) 
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transmission system must be adjusted. Furthermore, the structure of machine that achieves the compound 
motion is extremely complex. The transmission principle is shown in Figure 2. 
Droved by the cradle worm couple, cradle is rotated, which drives the work piece head and work piece 
revolution around the axis of cradle. Droved by work piece head worm couple, work piece is rotated. The 
revolution and rotation of the work piece compose the generation motion of gear that is produced. The 
tooth of gear is cut by the rotation of face milling cutter. Motion of the planetary gear mechanism in 
conjunction with the clutch achieves teeth index of gear. 
In figure 2, z1, z2, z3, z4 are change gears, which must be adjusted with the transmission ratio of the 
produced gear couple and the teeth number of the produced gears. When the produced gear is changed, 
the change gears must be calculated and manufactured. This increases not only the computational 
complexity but also the processing costs and adjusting time for manufacturing and fixing the changed 
gears. Due to the cradle rotation has fixed relationship with the rotation of the work piece, it is necessary 
and possible to make technological innovation on the transmission principle and structure by using 
modern CNC technology. 
3. Numerical Control Innovation on mechanical transmission system 
The NC innovation of mechanical 
transmission is aimed at the generating 
motion. Two AC servo motors separately 
control the rotation of work piece head and 
rotation of cradle. In order to improve 
accuracy and provide large enough torque, 
the two motors transmit movement to the 
cradle and work piece head by precise 
worm couple. The new transmission 
principle is shown in Figure 3. 
When generating motion is gotten, two 
servo motors are rotated independently 
according to the requirement transmission 
ratio. When cut tooth is indexed, the cradle 
servo motor does not move, and only the 
work piece head servo motor is rotated. 
Rotation relationship for the two motors is calculated as 
follow when generating motion is gotten. 
When cutting the small bevel gear z1:
Work piece head servo motor 
Work piece 
1
2 2 2
1 2
=
z
z z
1                                                               (1) 
When cutting the large bevel gear z2:
2
2 2 2
1 2
=
z
z z
1                                                               (2) 
Here, z1, z2 are the teeth number of small and large bevel 
gear that is cut, respectively. θ1, θ2 are the turn angle of the 
cradle and the work piece head, respectively.  
When the cut tooth of gear is indexed, the turn angle of the 
Fig.3. Transmission principle of generation motion for the innovated 
CNC gear milling machine (only one cradle) 
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Fig.4. Innovated CNC double-cradle 
straight bevel gear milling machine 
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work piece head is calculated as 
follow. 
When cutting the small bevel 
gear z1:
2
1
360=
z
                                    (3)  
When cutting the large bevel 
gear z2:
2
2
360=
z
                                    (4) 
The θ1, θ2 are edited with G-code 
into the program of generation 
motion. NC system controls servo 
motor motion to complete the cut of 
bevel gears according to the NC 
program. The innovated CNC 
double-cradle straight bevel gear 
milling machine is shown in Fig.4. 
4. Numerical Control Innovation on electric control system 
According to motion requirements, each cradle requires two servo motors, double cradles need 4 servo 
motors. I cradle is used for cutting large gear and II cradle for cutting small gear. Here, Siemens 
Sinumarik 802Cbl CNC system is selected as the control system, which is a highly cost-effective CNC 
system and can control three servo motors and one spindle[2]. Here, we configure the spindle as forth 
servo axis, then Sinumarik 802Cbl can control four servo motors, but only discretional three axes can 
interpolation motion. Because the cradle I and cradle II don’t work at the same time, that is to say, only 
two servo motors need interpolation motion at a moment. Therefore, the 802Cbl can be put use as the 
controller.  The CNC system is shown in Fig.5. X and U servo motors drive I cradle and I work piece 
head, Y and V servo motors drive II cradle and II work piece head. The motor of Face Milling cutter and 
the movement of hydraulic slider are controlled by Siemens S7-200 PLC that is included in 802Cbl CNC 
system.  
5. CNC program and operation 
According to the processing characteristics of innovated CNC double cradle straight bevel gear milling 
machine and Sinumarik 802Cbl system, the production procedure is designed and a CNC program is 
edited. The Production procedure is shown in Fig.6. 
For producing different gears, some main parameters are edited in the CNC program, which include 
teeth numbers of the gear pair, module, intake angle, outlet angle, cutter relieving angle for index teeth, 
feed speed and so on, Parameters are registered in the CNC system by R parameters. The mechanical 
transmission parts and CNC program needn’t change too. It simplifies the operation and reduces the adjust 
difficulty for the operator. The gear pair that is produced by the innovation CNC milling machine is 
shown in Fig.7. 
The manufacture process takes great advantage of the flexible and efficient features of CNC machine 
tools. When different feed speed and cut depth are selected, the rough and precision machining can be 
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Fig.7. Bevel gear pair that is produced by 
the innovation CNC milling machine 
finished, respectively. Due to the transmission chain is short and process flexible, the precision of gear is 
reached to class of seven. The adjusted time of producing process is greatly shortened. Producing 
efficiency is improved over 50% than conventional bevel gear milling machine. 
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Figure 6   Production procedure of the CNC bevel milling machine 
6. Conclusion 
After the old Double Cradle Straight Bevel Gear Milling 
Machine is innovated ad CNC machine, the producing efficiency 
is improved over 50% and the precision of manufactured gear is 
reached to class of seven. Many transmission parts of the CNC 
machine are used on standard parts, which reduce the 
manufacturing cost, and improve the accuracy and reliability of 
CNC Milling machine. Due to program and operate with CNC 
method, the CNC bevel milling machine simplifies the operation 
and reduces the adjust difficulty for the operator. The innovation 
CNC double cradle straight bevel gear milling machine has been 
widely recognized in the gear production plants, and been popularized and applied. 
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